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© Resistor design system.

© Disclosed is a method of forming a precision integrated

resistor element (10-12) on a semiconductor wafer whose
resistance value accurately corresponds to its nominal

design value. The method comprises forming a resistor body
(10) in combination with a test resistor structure (20-27) by
conventional ion implantation or diffusion of suitable dopant
in selected regions of the wafer. Then, by measuring the

resistance(s) and width(s) of the test structure the variation

Ap. in sheet resistance and variation AW in width due to

process and image tolerances, respectively, are determined.

Next, using Ap. and AW, the adjustment in length AL
necessary to match the resistance of the resistance element

(10-12) with the nominal design value is calculated. Finally,

this information (AL) is supplied to an E-beam generating

system to expose an E-beam sensitive contact level layer

formed on the resistor body to form metal contact openings
for the resistor body at a separation (L+ AL) which provides a

resistor having a resistance value corresponding to the

design value.

FIG. 4A
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RESISTOR DESIGN SYSTEM
U I O / OOl

Background of the Invention

This invention relates to a method of making an integrated circuit resistor

element on a semiconductor body and, more particularly, rtb- a mlthbd of

making an ion implanted or diffused integrated circuit resistor on a

silicon substrate whose resistance value accurately corresponds to its

5 nominal design value.

The conventional technique of forming an integrated circuit resistor is

by ion implanting or diffusing a predetermined area of a semiconductor

substrate, typically, rectangular in shape forming a r^sistot: b« having

a known width W and sheet resistance P , and placing-metal:^

10 contacting the bar at a known separation s which determines the length

of the resistor. Prom the known design values of P , tf and L the design

resistance value R is deduced by the approximate relationship- R«p L/tf.

However, due to process tolerances and dimension tolerances, the actual

or measured value may significantly differ from the design value resulting

15 in poor or erroneous performance of the circuits utilizing the resistor

element.

To briefly elaborate on the above-mentioned deleterious process and

dimension tolerances, in the fabrication of the integrated circuit

resistor elements in conjunction with other passive elements and active

20 elements which together constitute the integrated circuit, numerous

processing steps such as ion implantation/diffusion, epitaxial growth i

metallization, etc. , coupled with corresponding lithographic steps

involving a large number of .masks are performed. For example, in very

large scale integration technologies, some 10 different masks are re-

25 quired for an insulated gate field effect transistor and approximately

15 masks are used for a bipolar transistor. It is well known that when

the semiconductor body is subjected to an ion diffusion step by

depositing dopant species in a designated area followed by thermal

drive-in to form the resistor bar generally simultaneously with other

30 elements (e.g., the base of a NPN transistor) of the integrated circuit,

the dopant profile will not be uniform due to inherent variations in

the dopant species concentration, temperature, etc. Similar variation

ccurs when the resistor bar is formed by ion implantation. As a result,
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the sheet resistance of the resistor bar differs from the design value.

Likewise, the various masks used in the fabrication of the resistor element

vary from the specification established by the designer, as a consequence

of undesirable effects such as over-exposure or under-exposure of the

5 organic (photoresist) layers which may occur during the fabrication of the

masks. Also, even if the width of the mask is equivalent to the desired

nominal width W of the resistor bar, any over-exposure or under-expoBure

of the photoresist layer on the wafer and any overetching or underetching

of the insulating layer will result in the ion diffused or implanted

10 region being too wide or too narrow as compared to the nominal value.

A more complete expression for the resistance of the resistor than the one

discussed above takes into account contact resistance and current crowding

resistance, and can be written as:

RaaR
b
+ Rcc

+ R
c

(1)

15* where ^ designates the resistance of the body of the resistor having a

constant width W, R is resistance due to current crowding and R is the
cc

contact resistance associated with the interface between the resistor bar

and the metal contact. To explain the various terms of equation (1),

reference is made to Fig. 1 wherein is shown in top view a rectangular

20 resistor bar generally designated by numeral 10 of width W having two metal

contacts 11 and 12 formed at a separation L corresponding to the nominal

design length of the resistor which is obtained from the contact level

mask. The metal contacts 11 and 12 for the resistor shown do not extend

over the entire width W of the resistor bar 10. Consequently, when the

25 contacts 11 and 12 are maintained at different electrical potentials,

since the electric charges tend to take the path of least resistance,

the resistor bar, instead of having a rectangular section of length L and

width W will have two current crowding sections 13 and 14 and a body

portion 15. As illustrated in Fig. 1, the current crowding sections 13

30 and 14 have a varying width and a relatively small length both contributing

a resistance R . The body portion 15 is rectangular in shape having a
cc

length 1^ and width W contributing a resistance R^ gl^/W. The resistance R
c

is due to contact resistance ass ciated with the interfaces between the

resistor bar 10 and the metal contacts 11 and 12.
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As a result of the above variation Ap in sheet resistance and the
8

variation AW in the resistor width, the actual resistance may be significantly

different from the design value unless the spacing between the contacts 11

, and 12 (i. e. , . the .length L of the resistor) is appropriately adjusted. For

exampley wheri^ttiie^^ to the resistance due to the process and

5 image tolerances is positive, the spacing between the contacts 11 and 12

: may be f.requireid to be shortened by* a corresponding amount AL as shown; inv-

t Fig. 2 to compensate for the positive contribution. Likewise, when the net

contribution to the resistance due to the various tolerances is negative,

the spacing L may be required to be increased by AL as shown in Fig. 3 in

10 order to accurately compensate for the negative contribution and match

~- the actual resistance pf the resistor element with its nominal design value.

In the^priorrart" process of forming integrated circuit- resistor elements,

since the contact level mask is designed and fabricated at the outset in L........ ".J

accordance^with the particular integrated circuit chip design, it-is im-

15 possible to correct for the above errors by appropriately adjusting the J*

separation: £ ^between the contact openings 11 and 1 2r~forSeach resistor r~ ., . ^ ri- 3

element on the chip. The only way it is possible to obtain a resistor-

whose measured: value closely matches the nominal design value is by exer-

cising stringent controls over the ion diffusion/implantation process step,

20 over imagertolerances, over the 'relevant etching steps, etc
v
'Despite such

tight controls, deviations in the order of 15-202 of the actual resistance

from the design value are unavoidable.

Accordingly^; it. is an object of this ; invention to provide a method of

forming precision resistors on a semiconductor body.

25 It is another object of this invention to provide a method of forming an

integrated circuit resistor whose resistance value accurately corresponds

to its nominal. design value by correcting during its fabrication for

variation inherently introduced due to process variations and image

tolerances.

30 it is yet another object of this invention to provide a method of making

highly accurate resistors integrated with other passive and active elements

of an integrated circuit by dynamically making individual photo process

adjustments for the resistors' c ntact locations.
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Sumnmry of the Invention

The above objects and other related objects and advantages may be achieved

through the use of a novel process herein disclosed. In one preferred

embodiment of this invention, the process comprises forming the resistor

bar in the conventional fashion by ion diffusion/implantation, etc.. up to

5 the metal contact level process step, in combination with forming a pair

of test resistor structures in the kerf region or a specialized test site

of the semiconductor wafer. The test resistor structures are formed adjacent

to each other, to have identical length and different widths. By electrically

measuring the resistances of the test structures, the deviations in width

10 (AW) and sheet resistance (*>
e
> of the test resistor structures from the

design value are obtained. Next, using AW and ~Ap
% . with the aid of a

resistor model, the adjustment in length (AL) necessary to match the

resistance of the resistor bar accurately with the nominal design value

is calculated. Finally, the information (AL) is supplied to an E-beam

15 (electron beam) generating syatem. which has been programmed with the

contact level design information to expose the contact level, using the

E-beam. to form in the resistor bar resistor contact areas at a separation

which provides a resistor having a resistance value corresponding to the

nominal design value. Thereafter, metallization in the contact areas is

20 accomplished in the conventional fashion.

Brief description of the Drawings

The novel features and process steps characteristic of the invention are

set forth in the appended claims. The invention itself, however, will be

beet understood by reference to the detailed description which follows

25 in conjunction with the accompanying drawings wherein:

Fig. 1 shows a schematic top view of a resistor structure illustrating the

various characteristic dimensions.

Figs. 2 and 3 are schematic top views of the resistor structure of Fig. 1

illustrating the corrections to the spacing between metal contact openings

30 necessary due to positive and negative contributions, respectively, t the

resistance value of the resistor due to various process and image

tolerances.
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Pigs. 4A and 4B are schematic top views f conventional test resistor

structures for utilization in accordance with the principles of the present

invention to determine the deviations in sheet resistance and width of the

resistor element from the corresponding design values.

5 Figs, 5A and 5B illustrate the general arrangement of test resistor

3,;^ ^structures to map variations in sheet resistance and width of the resistor
"

?!
elements over a single chip and over a group of chips on a semiconductor

wafer, respectively.

Detailed Description of the Preferred Embodiments

iO in general, the resistance R of %n int^gfated circuit resistor is a function
of several variables; the princj^air^ whiclT being the sheet resistance P T

s
the width W arid length L. This relationship can be mathematically expressed

R-f(P
8

. W. L. '...) ' -"'V-^^r-
•

' (2)

15 Consequently, variations in the* variable* j>"",
:

W, L, etc/, introduce as
variation dR in the resistance R given by

dR«3R dp +3R dW + 3R dL + ... (3)s

s

In practice, the goal of precision integrated resistor manufacturers is to

match the actual resistance with the design resistance. This is achieved
20 only when dR is reduced to zero or as close to zero as possible. This, in

turn, can be accomplished by adjusting the length of the resistor to

compensate for the changes dP
g , dW, etc. Solving equation (3) for dL,

dL -/3R dp
s

+3R dW+...\/3R

U
s

aw ;/ 9l

(4)

dL in equation (4) designates the theoretical adjustment in the resistor
25 length necessary to compensate for the changes in p , W, etc., so that thes

net deviation in resistance from the design value is zero.

FI 9.83.097
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While the theoretical total differential dL given above (equation (4)) is a

good approximation for the actual change AL in the case of simple reaistor

models, the partial derivatives required for its calculation are not normally

available in an analytical form for complex reaistor models. In practice, a

5 resistor model is used to facilitate computer aimulation of an integrated

circuit comprising the resistor. The resistor model may be simple or complex

depending on the particular design of the integrated circuit, the particular

process technology and the accuracy required for the particular case. It may

be a nominal model, a staple statistical model or an elaborated statistical

10 model for computer simulation.

A functional representation of a resistor model is as follows:

B, - R (p » W, L, .. •)
(5)

The variation AR due to variations Ap,,, AW, etc.. are calculated for the

resistor model using

(6)
15 Ar o R (P+AP

B
, W + AW, L, ...) - R(P

8 » W, L,...)

where R (p+Ap , W + AW, L,...) designates the resistance that would obtain

if no correction to the length were made and R (p.. W, L, . . .) designates the

nominal design resistance.

From the Ar obtained, a AL correction to the resistor design length is -

20 determined by the equation

AL = -AR (W4AW)/(P
S
+AP

8)
(7)

25

Since AR could be positive or negative, the length correction AL may be

an addition to or subtraction from the design length.

Once the length correction AL has been implemented, the actual resistance

value would be precisely equal to the design resistance value. That is.

R (p o
+ Ap. H + AW, L +

S B
AL. ...)-R (P e » W, L, ...)

where R (P
fi

+ Ap
s

. W + AW. L + AL ....) designates the actual resistance

with the length correction.

FI 9.83.097
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To realize precision resistors in accordance with this invention, device

resistor bodies are formed in a semiconductor wafer by conventional

diffusion or ion implantation of a suitable dopant in combination with'

. a. test resistor structure in a pre-designated region, for example,ithe .

5 kerf region of the wafer. Typically, the resistor bodies are. formed after

providing for suitable electrical isolation fr m other elements u.the -

integrated circuit-"i^^p-^'^e''
H

ddping step to establish the necessaryii.'L-:.

sheet resistance is typically accomplished in the same process to form

other like-doped areas on the chip. For example, in the bipolar device

0 integrated circuit fabrication process, the dopant step to fofm the"

resistor body could be the same step in which the base of theijbij^l&K'

device is formed. In as much as the resistor body forming steps by ion

implantation or diffusion ^are well-known, a detailed "des'cripfi^^lpff
,:

this.--

technique will not be presented here.

15 The resistor bodies could be of any shape depending on the shapejdesired

for the resistor element. These include but are not limited to the straight

bar shape, curved shape, dog-bone shapes step shape, zig-zag shaped shapes

having more than one width and, in general, arbitrary shapes. For

I convenienciB^bf discussion, the invention will wittHxeference iV

20 to a bar shaped resistor bodyT7
™

The nature of the test resistor structure referred to hereinabove is

dictated by the degree of compensation to the resistance of the resistor

element due to the various tolerances that is desired. If only compensation

: ~ for error in the resistance due to the variation in sheet resistancfe^is ^ r

25 desired, then the test resistor structure, shown in Fig. 4A, could be used.

If compensation for error in the resistance due to variations in" both"sheet

resistance and width of the resistor is desired, than the test resistor

structure illustrated in Fig. 4B would be appropriate.

The test structure shown in Fig. 4A is a conventional structure for

30 determining the sheet resistance by measuring the resistance R of the test

structure and deducing the sheet resistance P therefrom by using the design

width and length. The test structure consists of a resistor bar 20 having

current contact openings 21 and 22 for forcing a current through the test

resistor body 23 and voltage contact openings 24 and 25 in the sense arms 26

35 and 27, respectively, for sensing the voltage thereacross. From the known

(design) values of the width W
q

of the test resistor and the separation

FI 9.83.097
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between the voltage arms and the measured resistance R the measured sheet

resistance P
m

of the test structure can be obtained from the relationship

p m - R V /I*. Since the sheet resistance P^ is measured using a perfectly

rectangular portion of the resistor body 20, current crowding errors

5 discussed hereinabove will not come into the picture.

Once the measured sheet resistance is known, the deviation Ap
g

of this

resistance from the nominal or design sheet resistance P
fl

can be readily

determined. Then, using the corresponding variation in resistance AR

of the resistor element due to variation in sheet resistance is calculated.

10 The AR value so obtained is next translated into a correction AL to the

resistor element length by using a resistor model. AL represents the

adjustment to the spacing between the metal contact openings 11 and 12

(Figs. 1-3) that is necessary to compensate for variation in sheet

resistance. The correction AL is then fed to the E-beam generating system

15 which has been programmed with the design information pertaining to, the

contacts of the resistors to appropriately adjust the design length L

(i.e., separation between contact openings 11 and 12) and enable contact

openings to be formed in the separation of L + AL or L - AL as the case

may be.

20 The remainder of the process steps after forming the contact openings in

accordance with the above process steps are conventional. These include

metal evaporation and metal patterning to form the resistor contacts. The

contact metal at one or both ends of the resistor should be long enough to

accommodate the maximum. ±AL variation in the location of the contact

25 openings so that changes in contact metal can be avoided.

To compensate for variations in both p s
and W, the test resistor structure

shown in Fig. 4B is utilized. This test structure consists of two resistors

having resistance values Rj and R
2

formed side-by-side. The resistors Rj and

^ are similar in construction to the single resistor structure shown in

30 Fig. 4A and consist of various elements designated by numerals 30-37 in case

of resistor ^ and 40-47 in case of resistor R
£
which correspond, respectively,

to like elements designated by numerals 20-27 in Fig. 4A. The test

resistors ^ and have the same length Lj, but have different widths

designated and W
2

« respectively, the width being much smaller than the

35 width W
2

.

FI 9.83.097
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By utilizing the test resistors shown in Fig. 4B, the resistances and R

£
are measured in the conventional fashion by forcing a current through the

resistor structures and measuring the voltage between the voltage arms.

_

Assuming that ^due, to their close proximity the deviations from the design

width AW for - the two test resistors of Fig. 4B are the same and also that

the variation? in sheet resistance P for the two resistors is the same,
'^J'Ws^H' . 8 . r-r*- -r.-v \2 ..... ' "~y

m 4 .

R. and are^felated to their corresponding dii^nsional arid other para-
Ft —,= K3'«'i *

meters by the -expressions

10 and

lKf-j>J
a
~L

l
f<y

i
+ AW)

15

m

(8)

(9)

Solving equations (8) and (9) for Aw, we get

AW - (W|R|^W
1
R
1 )
/(RrR

2)

and

d
S 6 S (12)

-

Qnce AW and Ap
g
arepknown, the deviation AR of the bulk resistance of the

resistor element from the design value is determined using a resistor model.

Next, the correction rAL^to offset the AR is cilc^ulated using a resistor

20 model or equation (7) and the correction AL is supplied to an E-beam

generating system to adjust the spacing between the openings for resistor ;

element metal contacts, as previously discussed.

25

30

Thus, in accordance with this invention a correction for deviation in L

due to various process steps in the fabrication of resistors is dynamically

achieved in essentially the final processing step with the net result that

the resistance corresponds exactly with what the designer intended. To

illustrate the degree of precision that can be achieved for the resistors

fabricated in accordance with the invention vis-a-vis the prior art,

several specific examples are provided. Assume that the nominal design

values of the resistor element that is to be fabricated are as follows:

FI 9.83.097
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Design resistance R » 1000 ohms, width W - 10 Um, sheet resistance

D
d » 400 ohms/ square and a length L - 25 Urn.

^s

Case 1: L Correction for variation in Ps

If the variation in Pg is + 10%. then the resistance of a resistor

5 fabricated in accordance with the prior art methods would differ from the

nominal design value by a corresponding 10% or the actual or measured

resistance R^ would be larger than the design value by 100 ohms since

R - (P
d + AP )L/W " 1100 ohms.

IB S

In accordance with this invention to correct for the variation in P
fl

,
the

10 new length between the resistor contact openings will have to be

L - RW/G> * + OP J -.22.727 Vm.
new s s

15

In other words, the spacing between the contacts will have to be decreased

by 25-22.727 = - 2.27 ym. Rounding this correction to a 0.1 Vm design grid

yields a aL of - 2.3 pm. By feeding this correction to the E-beam generating

system, contact openings for the resistor are formed at a separation of

22.7 ym resulting in a resistor element having a resistance of 998.8 ohms

which deviates from the design value by a mere 0.12%.

Case 2; L Correction for variation in W

If the variation in the width of the resistor is -1.0 urn. then the resistor

fabricated in accordance with the prior art will have an actual resistance

of

R = p L/(WfoW) " 1111.1 ohms
n s

or a 11.1% increase over the design value.

To compensate for this variation in W. the length between contacts should

25 have a value given by

L = (W+aW)R./p„ - 22.5 vm.
new d s

20

FI 9.83.097
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In other words, the L correction necessary on a design grid of 0.1 pm is

exactly -2.5 Vm. The resistor fabricated by forming the contact openings

at this corrected separation will have a resistance of 1000 . ohms, matching

exactly with the design value.
_ . vSffr

'

/V
5"^

5 Case 3: L Correction for both P s and W variations *gg£{r: ^T^'"^ ' '
'M*

When both variattons^^iscwss^d 1** cases 1 and- 2 are present^,
v
„ the^resistance

of the resistor^ "per the prior art techniqufs^of ,fabrXdatl^s^'^il^be 1

R « (p + Ap)L/<W*Aw) - 1222.2 ohms, ,

or a 22. 2Z higher than the- design value. By musing the:r present^invention,^ai

1.0 new length L for: the resistor is used instead of the design length , where

L - (W+AW) R/(P + Ap) « 20.45 Vm ~
... new .

' 6 S

In other words, the Al correction necessary in this case, on a- design grid

of -0.1 Pm is 4.5 Vm.
:
The;#M|§ul^in^_ resistor, will bave

: .
a^rgs

:
i^^

matches with the design value within 0.2%. ,

45 While a simplified resistor model has been utilized in the.'aBoveTexaii^les -

to "calculate AL, the invention is quite amenable for use with a.computer-

ized resistor model such as those used with the ASTAP program product

commercially available from the IBM Corporation for computer simulation

of integrated circuits. This is a statistical model which takes^into

20 account the linage tolerances associated with all the masks and process i .

tolerances associated with all the process steps utilized iri the ^

fabrication of the resistors and generates the correction A L necessary.

The invention can be implemented at different levels - job level, wafer

level, chip level, individual resistor element level - depending on the

25 degree of precision of the resistors desired. For job level implementation

involving a batch of wafers, representative wafers are selected. A test

resistor structure of the type shown in Figs. 4A or 4B, depending on

whether compensation for P variation only or for variation in both p
s s

and W is desired, is formed in the kerf regions of the wafers and the

30 deviation Ap and/or Aw is determined. Then, using the resistor model

the Al correction necessary to compensate for the projected change in p
s

and/or W from the nominal design value are obtained and this correction

FI 9.83.097
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is applied for the entire job* This AL correcti n will be first order

correction since it represents an average correction for the whole job.

In practice, since p
g
and W vary from wafer to wafer and within each wafer

from chip to chip, a higher order correction may be necessary. To apply

5 the correction at the wafer level, each wafer in the production cycle is

kept track of by scribing the wafers with a production number, and by

means of test structures formed on each individual wafer the AL

compensation is obtained for the particular wafer. This level of implemen-

tation provides a higher order of correction than the job level.

10 Likewise, for chip level correction, test resistor structures may

be formed in the vicinity of each chip in the kerf regions of the wafer and

the AL correction is achieved obtaining thereby a higher order correction

than the wafer level correction. One suitable arrangement of test structures

for each 2x2 chip array on a wafer is illustrated in Fig. 5B where the

15 test structures are designated by numerals 60-64 and the chips are

deisgnated 65-68.

To obtain yet higher levels of correction involving correction of each

individual resistor element a plurality of test structures is strategically

located around each individual chip to map the variation in p
g

and W as a

20 function of position on the chip. One suitable arrangement of test

structures is illustrated in Fig. 5A wherein the test structures are

designated by numerals 50-55 and the chips by 56-58. Mapping P
g

and W

variation in this manner the AL correction necessary at the location of

each resistor element Is obtained.

25 Thus, there has been provided, in accordance with the invention, a method

of fabricating precision integrated circuit resistor elements by dynamically

correcting for variations inherent to the process of forming the resistors.

While the invention has been described in conjunction with a specific

preferred embodiment, it is evident that many alternatives, modifications

30 and variations will be apparent to those skilled in the art in light of the

foregoing description. For example, while the invention specifically teaches

using an E-beam in combination with an E-beam sensitive contact level layer

for forming contact openings f r resistor contact placement, the invention

can be quite conveniently practiced by using an ion beam or a laser beam for

35 direct exposure of a suitable contact level layer.

Fl 9.83.097
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An alternative to the direct write approach is exposing a mask with the new

separation between resistor contact openings obtained by adjusting the

design spacing.with the Al correction and then using that mask to transfer

the new contac^t locations to each resistor bar on the chip/wafer.
'

5 Another vacation of the present invention is ^ instead of fonaing the
*

l^
d
f
ylce resJ?^|JS|[|5? test resistor >tra<^e^^

'5^1£fusl°? ^P#^4^ble dopant into a semiconductor substrate, forming k*$~t

*hlck or,
:
thin, film of material having, a desired sheet resistance on a

substrate and patterning the film in. the desired cqnfiguration. One .example

10 of this process is forming a suitably doped polysiiicon after providing

- jv* r appropri^,^p^rical ^
..etching the||^ etching :pr other etching technique

,L^to a ^$*5^M$^?e
~
resistor bodies and test resistor structure(s) • ^

4-

e
;

~1 Tt 16 therefo
^^f!?Bemplate,dl that the aPPcnded claimsr-wlHT embrace any such

^^^^^^m^^SPi^^ variations as fall within the
r true scope *

of the inventions

FI 9.83.097
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CLAIMS

01 6785H

1. A method of making a precision integrated resistor (10-12) having a

predetermined design resistance R and length L on a semiconductor body,

said method characterized by the steps of:

(a) introducing dopant in selected "regions of the semiconductor

5 body to form a resistor pattern including a device resistor

body (10) of a predetermined shape and a test resistor

structure (20-27) having a predetermined design sheet resistance;

(b) measuring the sheet resistance of the test resistor structure and

determining the difference Ap
fl

between the measured sheet

10 resistance and said predetermined design sheet resistance;

(c) calculating by utilizing Ap
s

, the adjustment in length AL to

said design length L necessary to obtain a resistor (10-12) whose

resistance corresponds to said design resistance R and obtaining

a new length L±AL; and

15 (d) forming a pair of metal contacts (11. 12) contacting said device

resistor body (10) at a separation corresponding to said new

length.

2. A method of making a precision integrated resistor having a predetermined

design resistance R, length L and width W on a semiconductor body, said

20 method characterized by the steps of:

(a) introducing dopant in selected regions of the semiconductor body

to form a resistor pattern including a device resistor body (10)

of a predetermined shape and a test resistor structure (30-37,

40-47) having a predetermined design sheet resistance P
g

and

25 design width;

(b) measuring the sheet resistance P
8

B
of the test resistor structure

and obtaining the difference Ap
s
between the design and measured

sheet resistance values, and the variation AW in design width;

FI 9.83.097
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(c) calculating by utilizing AP
g

and A« the adjustment in length Al to

said design length L necessary to obtain a resistor (10-12) whose

resistance corresponds to said -design resistance R and obtaining

a new length L±AL; 1 and \r -l: 'Q
.

""
(d) forming a pair of" metal contacts (H; 12) contacting said" device

"

:y-:M
:A;

i
:^:r "'resistor body (10) at a sep>rati.on?ciirresponding to said newv^i|^f^

-"length. •='••

.
>-^' 3. The method as recited in Claim 1 or 2 wherein said step (d) comprises:

forming a contact level layer- which; is sensitive to an E-beam on said

jq semiconductor body; and ;" '-...i^r^Tz::::?'
~

supplying said adjustment *L to an E^beam generating system to expose

said layer using an E-beam to; fpra^<^ticr aread (11, 12) on said

device resistor body (10) at a sejparStib^orrespondlng to said new-

-length. :
' ::v

;;;

15 4. The method as in claim 2 wherein said; test resistor struc|ure comprises

a side-by-side arrangement of a feiitfvi^r narrow test resistor bar (30)

: and a relatively wide test resistor ^r-|w) -haying predetermined design

widths W
x
and W

2
» respectively.

5. The method as in Claim 4 wherein saidjstep of obtaining the difference

20 / : &p comprises measuring the resistance ^f^saiid relatively wide test ^.iLl

- " resistor bar and calculating the measured sheet resistance of said -

wide test resistor bar and obtaining the difference between said

measured and design sheet resistance values of said wide test

resistor bar.

25 6. The method as in Claim 4 wherein said step of obtaining the variation

AW and the difference Ap comprises measuring the resistance values

and R
2
corresponding to an identical length 1^ of said narrow and wide

test resistors, respectively, and calculating AW by using the relation-

ship

30 AW- (W
2
R
2
- W

1
R
1
)/(R

1
-R

2)

FI 9.83.097
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and calculating op by using the relationships

8

P
8

m
"(W

2
-W

1
)R

1
R
2
/Lj (Rj-^) and

in d

The method as in any preceding claim wherein 6aid shape of said

device resistor body (10) is rectangular.

A method of forming a plurality of integrated circuit resistors on a

semiconductor substrate, said resistors each having predetermined

design resistances K
±

(i - 1, 2, 3 ....) and lengtte (i B 1, 2, 3 ..)

said method characterized by:

(a) introducing dopant in selected areas of the substrate to form a

plurality of resistor bodies (10) as a precursor to said

resistors and a test resistor structure (20-27) having a predeter-
d

mined design sheet resistance p
g ;

(b) measuring the sheet resistance of said test structure and deter-

mining the deviation Ap of said design sheet resistance from the

measured sheet resistance;

(c) calculating, by utilizing the Ap
s>

the necessary adjustments

in length ZL^ to said design lengths to obtain resistors whose

resistances correspond precisely to their design resistances'^

and obtaining their new lengths ± AL^;

(d) forming a contact level layer which is sensitive to E-beam on said

substrate;

(e) supplying said adjustments in length AL^ to an E-beam generating

system to form a pair of contact areas on each of said resistor

bodies at a separation corresponding to said new lengths ± AL^;

and

(f) forming metal contacts in said contact areas.

FI 9.83.097
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9. A method of forming a plurality of integrated circuit resistors on a

semiconductor substrate, said resistors each having predetermined

design resistances R (i - 1, 2, 3 ...) and lengths L. (i « 1, 2, 3 . .),

said method characterized by the steps of ?-* ~^»7

^ .

%' ^ 5 (a) introducing dopant in selected areas of ^ the. sub strate.to .form.. a. U . . „

— - plurality of resistor bodies as a precursor to said

'

; resistors - and

*;p***v\
r * -* — — •- — - - ** "~ - " ~

*—
-
— " - - ' ~ - - - - ~ - " *

- ".ii&r.-r-':

•'if
»:•-«:

10

-
-; ^ - -"

a test resistor -structure having a design, sheet resistance^ P

said test resistor structure consisting of a 'side-by-side,.v , .

arrangement of a relatively narrow test resistor bar (30) of

design width and a relatively wiSe test resistor bar (40) of

design width W^; .^7^^ :ft-to;

(b) measuring the resistance values R. and IU corresponding\ZgpBg£^:~.

identical length of said narrow and wide test resistor bars,

respectively, and calculating the deviation in desi^ width AW- _

15 . . \ by using the relationship Aw-Cw^R^-WjR^y/XR^-Rj); and obtaining

^ r
' the difference Ap between ; the measured sheet resistance p

m
r
.

and design sheet resistance:Vp5~ by the relationships A if;-

P
s
-(W

2
-W

1
)R

1
R
2
/L

1
(R

I
R
25 and

^iAp^^^p s
d

;

20. .. (c) calculating by utilizing said Aw and Ap the adjustments in

length A to said design lengths (i » 1, 2, 3..*) necessary
;

•;:v"-':^
:

to obtain resistors wlib^e resistances correspond precisely to —
their design resistances R^ (i « 1, 2, 3 ,...) and obtaining the

new lengths ± Al.^ of said resistors;

25 (d) forming a contact level layer sensitive to E-beam on said

substrate;

(e) supplying said adjustments in length to an E-beam generating

system to form a pair of contact areas on each of said resistor

bodies at a separation corresponding to said new lengths

30 W4* 1
! 5 and

(f) forming metal contacts in said contact areas.
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10. A method of making a precision resistor having a predetermined design

resistance R and length L on a substrate, said method characterized

by the steps of:

(a) forming a material of a predetermined design sheet resistance

5 in a pattern on said substrate, said pattern including a

resistor body (10) of a predetermined shape and a test resistor

structure (20-27);

(b) measuring the sheet resistance of said test structure;

(c) determining the difference Ap between the measured sheet
s

10 resistance and the design sheet resistance;

(d) calculating by utilizing Ap the necessary adjustment in length
s

AL to said design length L to obtain a resistor whose resis-

tance precisely corresponds to said design resistance R;

(e) calculating a new length L±AL; and

15 (f) forming a pair of highly conductive contacts (11, 12) contacting

6aid resistor body (10) at a relative separation corresponding

to said new length.

11. A method of making a precision resistor having a predetermined design

resistance R, length L and width W on a substrate, said method

20 characterized by the steps of:

(a) forming a material of a predetermined design sheet resistance

in a pattern on said substrate, said pattern including a

resistor body (10) of a predetermined shape and a test resistor

structure (30, 40) having a predetermined design width;

25 (b) measuring the sheet resistance of said pattern by measuring the

resistance of said test structure;

(c) determining the difference Ap^ between the measured and design

sheet resistances;

FI 9. 83.097
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(d) determining the variation AW in said design width;

(e) calculating utilizing Ap and AW the adjustment in length L
• * s

necessary tolobtain from said resistor body a resistor whose

resistance precisely corresponds to said design resistance;

5 " (f) calculati«8 length L±AL; aiwi ^

1(g) forming a pair of highly conductive contacts (11, 12) contacting

said resistor body (10) at a relative distance corresponding „ .

- to said new length.

12. The method ^^redited in Claim 10 or 11 wherein said substrate is

10 .semiconductor silicon, and wherein said material is poiysilicon.

4
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